
Celesty, Intro (Times Before The Ice)
This tale leads you into the land of the Cryon.
Great Spirits created the Cryon because they wanted a place where all good and fair people could live. At first Great Spirits led the Cryon themselves but when they noticed that some evil people appeared among the population of the Cryon, they gave the leadership to four Gods. These Gods were called the Element Gods.
In the middle of the Cryon Great Spirits created four stones. Every Element God had one elementary power of those stones (Earth, Wind, Fire, Ice). With these powers Element Gods could lead the Cryon together and make it a better place to live just like Great Spirits had planned.

In the northern part of the Cryon there was an area called Dramar.A place where Element Gods could send all evil people and criminals. Great warriors of the Cryon guard on the border so none of the criminals could return in the Cryon.

Dramar's ruler was Tyrant Delinom. Element Gods sent him to Dramar because he caused a riot in the Cryon village called Elger and killed many people there. Delinom tried to escape from Dramar to the Maze of darkness but he noticed that he always returns back to Dramar. One time when he tried to escape to the Maze of darkness he found a magical sword. This sword gave him powers and he was stronger than anyone else in Dramar.

Delinom noticed that escaping from Dramar was impossible and the only way out was to attack to the Cryon. Delinom hated the Gods because they sent him to Dramar. He craved for vengeance. Delinom trained some of the prisoners into warriors and decided to attack the Cryon.

Our tale begins when Delinom is on the border between the Cryon and Dramar.
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